
BRITANNICA is the perfect reference for:
Research for academics and students at secondary

school, further and higher education

School projects

Presentations at work or local events

Exploring your interests further

Broadening your general knowledge

Quizzes and competitions

Answering just about any question on any subject!

Whatever your interests, 
Britannica has the answers!
From children to adults, students to professionals, 

from the committed researcher to the casual browser 

- everyone can get so much from Britannica’s wealth 

of knowledge. Britannica enriches your research with 

marvellous detail, unrivalled accuracy and facts, figures 

and revelations that make it the first port of call for 

whatever you need to know.

“ Encyclopædia Britannica 
retains its position as 
an excellent scholarly 
reference source for 
public, academic and 
secondary-school 
libraries.” – Booklist

Easy-to-use four-part organisation

2-volume Index
The key to unlocking Britannica’s
archive of information. More than
700,000 references take you to the
pages you want quickly and easily

12-volume Ready Reference®

Also known as the Micropædia®, the ready reference
gives you quick and concise answers, fascinating facts 
and acts as a gateway to Knowledge in Depth

Outline of Knowledge
The Propædia® is a guide to learning. Whatever subject 

you’re interested in exploring, this volume suggests what to
read and explains how it relates to other subjects

17-volume Knowledge in Depth
®

is written by the world’s leading authorities
to give you a complete and compelling 
understanding of a subject

 

32 hardback volumes

32,904 pages

ISBN: 978-1-59339-837-8

TOP TEN FACTS

The 2010 
Encyclopædia 
Britannica

1. First printed in 1768

2. The world’s leading

brand for reliable

and fact-checked

information

3. Entries by Nobel

laureates, historians,

curators, professors

and other notable

experts

4. Over 65,000 articles

5. More than 1,000 new

and revised articles

6. Over 24,000 photos,

maps and illustrations

7. Articles can be up to

300 pages long

8. 2010 revised edition

has 32,904 pages

9. Gilt-edging along the

top of every page

10.More than 4,300

global contributors – 

all experts in their field

Vast. Detailed. Correct.

An investment that will  
last for generations

2010
Encyclopædia Britannica



Written by more than 4,300 expert contributors, 

you can be confident that what you learn from  

Encyclopædia Britannica is clear, current and correct.

First published in 1768, Britannica

continues to be the world’s most

renowned encyclopedia.  Now, the

new 32-volume revision builds on this 

expertise with an incredible wealth of

knowledge that’s easily accessible yet

comprehensive – making it the first 

choice reference work for thousands 

of schools, universities, libraries and 

family homes.

Newly updated for 2010
Stay current with the 2010 revised edition, 

updated with new articles, photographs and updated with new artic

to existing topics:thousands of additions 
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The 2010 Encyclopædia Britannica.
It speaks volumes.
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Keep your Encyclopædia 

Britannica set up-to-

date with the Britannica 

Book of the Year®, 

published annually.  
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